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1. INTR~DUCTJON 
Let N = (0, 1, 2 )...) n) where n is odd. A Room square of side n (named 
after T. G. Room [6]) is an arrangement of the (“il) 2-subsets of N into 
an n x n array R with each 2-subset used exactZy once so that the 2-subsets 
in any row or column are pairwise disjoint. It is well known that a Room 
square of side n exists for every odd side n 2 7 [B]. Apartial Room square 
of side n is an arrangement of a subset of the (ni1) 2-subsets of N into an 
n x n array P so that the 2-subsets in each row and column are pairwise 
disjoint. Whereas there is the cardinality restriction that a Room square 
of side n exists only if n is odd, there is obviously no such restriction on 
partial Room squares. An example of a partial Room square of side 5 is 
given in Fig. 1 below. 
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An immediate observation shows that the partial Room \quarc I’ 
cannot be completed to a Koom square. In other words. it is Impossible 
to place the missing l-sub>& {O, 3;, ; I. 3,. : I, 4;. i. i:, 2. -3:. ,3. 1:. 
and i4. 5; into P in such :I way that the result is a Room square. For 
example, j3, 5) would have to be placed in the first row but :3. 51 has 
already been used (in addition, it is well known that there does not exixt 
a Room square of side 5). A quite natural question to ask a~ this point 
is whether or not it is possible to complete P if we are allowed to enlarge P 
and introduce additional symbols and therefore additional .?-ubsets. 
That is, does there exist a Room square R agreeing with the partial Room 
square P in its upper left-hand corner? (If huch a Room square R exists 
then P is said to be embedded in R.) For our example of P. the Room 
square R of side 7 given in Fig. 2 below is such a square: i.e.. P is embedded 
in R. 
FIGURL 2 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that every partial Room square 
can be embedded in a Room square. Finally, we remark that everything 
in this paper is finite regardless of whether or not it is mentioned. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a Room square based on N = {0, 1,2,..., n). Then the rows 
of R form a l-factorization of the complete graph K,+1 based on N, and 
the columns of R form a l-factorization of the complete graph K,,, 
based on N. Since there is nothing particularly sacred about the set N we 
will refer to the l-factorization formed by the rows of R as the ro)t 
l-factorization of R and the l-factorization formed by the columns of Ii 
as the colmm l-factorization of R. We will denote the row I-factorizatio,o 
of R by R, and the column l-factorization of R by R, , and we will refel 
to the 2-subsets belonging to a given l-factorization as the edges of the 
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l-factor. Since each 2-subset of N occurs exactly once in R, each l-factor 
from R, and each l-factor from R, can have at most one edge in common. 
The converse of this observation is also true: if A and B are l-factori- 
zations of K,,, based on N = (0, 1, 2 ,..., n} such that each l-factor of A 
and each l-factor of B have at most one edge in common we can define 
a Room square R of side n as follows: label the l-factors of A in any order 
by 4, A, >... ,,4, and the l-factors of B in any order by B, , B, ,..., B, . 
Now place {x, y} in cell (i,j) of R if and only if the l-factors Ai and Bi have 
the edge (x, y] in common. A pair of 1-factorizations of K,,, such that 
I-factors from different 1-factorizations have at most one edge in common 
are said to be orthogonal. The above remarks show that Room squares 
and orthogonal I-factorizations are equivalent, a fact which is well 
known [2]. Not too surprisingly, a partial Room square is equivalent to 
a pair of orthogonal partial I-factorizations. A partial l-factorization 
of K, based on the set X is a partition of a subset of all 2-subsets of X into 
sets X, , X, ,...) X, (called partial l-factors) such that the 2-subsets in each 
Xi are pairwise disjoint. Two partial I-factorizations are orthogonal 
provided any two partial l-factors from different partial 1-factorizations 
intersect in at most one edge. 
A pairwise balanced design (PBD) is a pair (P, B) where P is a finite set 
and B is a collection of subsets of P (called blocks) each containing at 
least two elements and such that every pair of distinct elements of P 
belongs to exactly one block of B. If “exactly one” is replaced by “at 
most one” in the above sentence we have the definition of a partial PBD. 
The partial PBD (P, B) is said to be embedded in the PBD (Q, C) provided 
that P _C Q and B _C C. If all of the blocks of a (partial) PBD (P, B) have 
the same size k, then (P, B) is called a (partial) (2, k)-Steiner system. 
A (2, 3)-Steiner system is called a Steiner triple system. In [5], R. W. 
Quackenbush proved that if k is a prime power then every finite partial 
(2, k)-Steiner system can be embedded in a finite (2, k)-Steiner system. 
This result is absolutely crucial in what follows. (Subsequently, B. Ganter 
obtained a much more general result [I].) 
With the above definitions and notions established we proceed to the 
main result in this paper. 
3. EMBEDDING PARTIAL ROOM SQUARES 
Let P be a partial Room square of side n based on N = (0, 1, 2,..., n}. 
Let P, = {A,, A2 ,..., A,} be the partial row l-factorization of P and 
P, = {B, , B, ,..., B,} the partial column l-factorization of P (some 
of the Ai’s and Bj’s may be empty). Let A = (a,, a2 ,..., a,] and 
B Z-T !h, . b, :..., b,,) be dis,joint sets each of which is disjoint from 2. 
For each Z-subset {.I-, y) which appears in the partial Room square p 
let X(.v, .I’) be a j-element set disjoint from N u .4 u B such that rf ;.I-. ~‘1 
and jz, IV) appear in 7’. then .Y:(.T, J) n X(z, 1~) . Take 8’ to be the 
union of all of the sets X(s. .t’) and put Q 1’4 u A u 5 v .A’, Nocc take 
Et-u, .I‘) ;a, , bj , .x, uj u X7(x, J) if and only if ix, JJ) belongs to A) and f3, . 
If We Set E -: (I!@, y) i lx, ~$1 appears in Pf, then (e, E) is a partial (2, ‘:)- 
Steiner system. By Quackenbush’s theorem [5]. we can embed (Q, E) in a 
finite (2. 7)Steiner system (.R, F). 
A pair of Steiner triple systems (S, ~71) and (S, 7;) are said to be petperr- 
diculur provided they are &joint (have no triple in common) and whenever 
two disjoint pairs of elements appear with the same third element in a 
triple of one of the triple systems they appear with distinct third elements 
in triples of the other triple system [4]. We now construct a pair ofperpen- 
dicular Steiner triple systems (R, FI) and (R, F,) from CR, F) as follows: 
For each block B E F define any pair of perpendicular Steiner triple 
systems (B, 7,) and (73, 7.~ on B except in the case where B -:- E(x. .r*) for 
some !s, .v) in P. If we denote the elements in X(x. .v) by U. P, and ~1, 
then 73 {ai . bi , x. .J’. II, I., IV’!. In this case define TI and 7-2 as follows: 
.Y y b i . 
)’ Ll w. 
II ai x, 
T, -- a, c y, 
1’ 6, U. 
b; w ai. 
M’ s 1:. 
Now take Fl to be the union of the T,‘s and F2 to be the union of~the T,‘s. 
Lawless [3] has shown that (R, FJ and (R, F,) are perpendicular. Take 
R* = R u (a} and construct a pair of orthogonal l-Factorizations RI* 
and R2* of R* from (R, FJ and (R, FJ as follows: 




RI* ==(C,i tER), 
R2* -= { D, ! t E Rj-. 
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The fact that RI* and R,* are orthogonal 1-factorizations on R* follows 
immediately from the fact that the Steiner triple systems (R, E;) and (R, FJ 
are perpendicular. Now by construction we have that the partial l-factor 
Ai is contained in the l-factor Cai and the partial l-factor Bj is contained 
in the l-factor D,,$ . Therefore, if we construct a Room square R from RI* 
and Rz* by using C,< for row i and Db3 for column j, the partial Room 
square P is embedded in R. This is because if {x, v} belongs to the cell 
GJ) of p, E(x, Y> = {ai , bj , x, Y, u, 0, ~3, lx, v> E Cad , and lx, Y> E Dbj , 
and hence {x,~} belongs to cell (i,j) of 8. Thus, we have proved the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. A partial Room square can be embedded in a Room square. 
4. REMARKS 
The problem of obtaining a small embedding for partial Room squares 
is immediate. The size of the containing Room square in the Theorem is 
quite large and the authors really have no idea as to just how large it is. 
The reason is that the proof depends on the result on embedding partial 
PBD’s [5] which always gives an extremely large containing PBD. The 
best possible result would be that a partial Room square of side n can be 
embedded in a Room square of side 3n + 2 (cf. Wallis [8]). However, 
this is probably an extremely difficult problem. A problem which should 
be easier is the following: Can a pair of perpendicular finite partial Steiner 
triple systems be embedded in a pair of perpendicular Steiner triple 
systems ? The technique of construction used in the embedding of partial 
Room squares immediately yields that a finite partial Steiner triple system 
can be embedded in a finite Steiner triple system having a perpendicular 
Steiner triple system mate. The problem of embedding a pair of perpen- 
dicular finite partial Steiner triple systems into a pair of finite perpendicular 
Steiner triple systems presents, however, technical difficulties which the 
authors cannot at present overcome. 
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